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The Alfresco is specially designed for outdoor
use. The banner stand structure and graphic
are constructed to withstand most weather
conditions. The Alfresco has a lightweight tank
with an easy fill opening for water or sand. The
durable, click-stop mast provides a secure,
balanced structure that sets up in minutes and
stays put.

Big Banners

Grand format banners seamless up to
118”x540” or seam together to make
much larger monster banners.
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The Banshee kinetic banner system is designed
to be used indoors or out in most weather conditions. Six unique shapes give you a variety
of options. The graphic rotates, swivels and
bends for use in strong winds, handling gusts
from any direction!

BLVD BANNERS

Boulevard Poles are used for single or
double-sided street banners and signs
that are typically installed on light or
electric poles.

The simplicity of the Base Line system is it’s
greatest appeal. Features easy set-up and
three graphic attachment styles as well as an
inexpensive aluminum A frame.
Applications:
Sporting events
Directional signage
High traffic areas
Indoor/Outdoor

Features:
Easily transported
Supplied Carrying bag
No tools required
Includes six stakes

DIRECTORS CHAIR

Enhance the look of your exhibit by adding
Director’s Chairs that display your message.
Create an environment that promotes interaction between attendees and exhibitors.
You can personalize a Director’s Chair with a
company logo or sales message to match any
display. With Director’s Chairs your customer
will feel welcome, relax within your environment and stay in your booth longer to hear
about your company and products.
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The Event Tent is an inexpensive classic
canopy-style tent and can be used indoors
or out to promote your event. It pops up in
minutes for maximum visibility and shelter.
Applications:
Fairs and Festivals
Sports Venues
Use as shelter
Indoor/Outdoor

Features:
Waterproof material
Finished frame
Easy two-person set-up
No tools required

Kapow is a great product for quick and easy
outdoor advertising. Your eye catching graphics on the Kapow’s two sided A-frame design
will grab your audiences attention in both
directions. The unique design of the Kapow
makes transportation and assembly simple.
The carry bag is the base of the display. Just
unhook the graphics from the base, collapse
them and put into the circle carry bag and go.

The Media Screen 2 AWD (All Weather Display)
is a double-sided unit tough enough for outdoor
weather conditions.
Applications:
Sporting events
Fairs and festivals
Concert events
High traffic areas

Features:
2 padded storage bags
Retractable graphics
Heavy duty base
Spring supported mast

PATH MARKERS

The Outpost is a heavy duty outdoor double
sided display. It features a tool-free assembly
and rugged aluminum steel construction. The
dual spring design flexes to help withstand
wind gusts. The base can be filled with water
or sand for extra stability and has wheels for
easy installation and evening storage or for
moving indoors after hours. The Outpost is a
great display for indoor and outdoor events.

Path markers are great for lining the perimeter
of walk ways and high traf fic outdoor areas.
Use as directional, registration, branding or
accents at any of your events.

The Rally Banner is designed for outdoor banner
displays. The graphic is attached to the frame
with multiple secure connections for greater
stability. With the ability to adjust the height up
to 16’ your audience will notice your message
from great distances at your next event.
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The Ridgeline is an effective message or
branding carrier and a super outdoor space
definer that can be used to attract attention at
any indoor/outdoor event.

Sky Blade is a lightweight and portable flag
stand perfect for outdoor events. It is designed
to hold up in high winds and has a weighted
base and ground stake.

Applications:
Corporate outings
Space definition
Sporting events
Directional signage
High traffic areas

Applications:
Golf outings
Beach branding
College/universities
Directional signage

Features:
Unique shape
Easily transported
360° visibility
Spring construction
No tools required

Features:
Three heights
Easy to transport

StreeTags are temporary stickers/decals designed
to adhere to asphalt, sidewalks, concrete and
other outdoor surfaces. StreeTags are printed
on a special material that easily adheres to most
types of outdoor surfaces.
Applications:
Fairs and Festivals
ATM locators
Political Statements
Guerilla Ads

Features:
Up to 54” wide
Stays stuck in rain/snow
Easily peels up
Leaves no residue

TABLE THROWS
Easy to move and set up
anywhere, the Valet is
great for corporate environments, trade shows,
expos and events! The
dual hinged display is sure
to capture attention!

Table Throws are a complete line of products.
With nine styles available, 6 ft and 8 ft sizes,
economy and full, you can add any company
logo or message to give your customer the
professional look they strive for. The Poly twill
fabric meets NFPA 701 small-scale fire retardant standards.

When you need more advertising real estate,
this highly effective fabric cover is the answer.
It allows you to utilize all four sides of the Valet,
giving you the advantage of 360° of advertising. The sturdy fabric cover is durable enough
to wash and gives you a fresh display at all your
future functions.

Solv- it! Window Perf is ideal for exterior-mount
window graphics. The print area of 65/35 means
you get 65% of your image retained with only
35% perforation. Solv-it! Window Perf has a
gloss surface and displays text and small details
to help catch your audience’s eye.

